
MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 

EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

Not-for Profit organis

ation.

Learner-

 Gain knowledge of Receipt and payment.

 Develop an understanding about Income and 

Expenditure Account.

 Develop a skill for the preparation of Receipt and 

payment Account 

 Income and Expenditure Account and Balance sheet. 

Activity:NCERT text book page no:

48 to 59 and previous board questions.
https://youtu.be/KHpL79Yc1bI

 Online assessment 

conducted.

Solve numerical questions given in 

the text book.

Prepare notes.

Worksheet given to do at home.

MONTH 2

Fundamentals of 

partnership.

Learner-

 gain knowledge of features partnership

,contents of partnership deed ,partners capital account,

current account,passing adjustment entry relating to 

rectification 

of past adjustments,preparation of profit and loss 

appropriration account and 

adjustment relating to guarantee of profit.

Activity:NCERT text book page no:

97 to107 and previous board questions.
https://youtu.be/768WlsoWgw0 ONLINE TEST

Activity:NCERT text book page no:

97 to107 and previous board 

questions.

MONTH 3

Reconstistution of pa

rtnership:change in 

profit sharing ratio and

admission of a partner

Learner-

 gain knowledge of valution of goodwill

 by different methods ,nature of goodwill and

 factors affecting goodwill.

 develop the understanding and skill for

 the preparation of revalution account 

 and balance sheet of a new firm.

Activity:NCERT text book pageno:159 to 

167 and previous board questions.
https://youtu.be/_w-1Fo3sLIM OFFLINE TEST

Ask students to solve previous

 board questions
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MONTH 4

Retirement and Death 

of a partner.

Learner-

  gain a knowledge of retirement 

 death of a partner.

 develop the understanding and

 skill of accounting treatment 

 of goodwill,revalution of assets 

 and liabilities and adjustment

 of accumulated profit and reserves

 on retirement of a partner.

Activity:NCERT text book pageno:208

to 215 and previous years board 

questions.
https://youtu.be/9qFfBu2mHGo ONLINE TEST Activity:NCERT text book 

pageno:208

to 215 and previous years board 

questions.

MONTH 5

Dissolution of partn

ership firms. Learner

develop understanding and skill of preparation of

 realisation account ,partners capital account and 

bank account when partnership firm is dissolved.

Activity:NCERT text book pageno:245

to 252 and previous year board 

questions.

https://youtu.be/95ps9NUJnH4 OFFLINE TEST Worksheet given for practice.

MONTH 6

Accounting for share

capital and deben

tures.

Learner 

acquire knowledge of meaning of share,private 

placement ESOP.

develop understanding of accounting treatment of issue 

of shares for

 cash other than cash forfeiture and reissue of shares

describe the presentation of share capital in the balance 

sheet of company .

develop knowledge of passing journal entry regarding 

issue of shares.

Activity:NCERT text book pageno:137 to

139 and previous year board questions.
https://youtu.be/GtUKPCMA0xY ONLINE TEST

Students are asked to solve board

 questions based on the topic

MONTH 7

Fnancial statement 

analysis:

Ratio analysis 

Cash flow statement.

Learner 

Develop knowledge of headings and sub headings of 

balance sheet.

Acquire knowledge of preparation of comparative and 

common size statement.

Acquire understanding of measuring different types of 

ratios to access the 

performance of the company.

Develop the understanding and skill for the preparation 

of cash flow statement.

Project work:select a company and 

analyse their financial performance

with the help of financial tools.

https://youtu.be/7vWisNlA4I0 OFFLINE TEST
Sample question papers given

 for practice
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